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In this paper we study de Bruijn-Erdos type theorems that deal with the 
foundations of finite geometries. The following theorem is one of our main 
conclusions. Let S, ,..., S,, be n subsets of an n-set S. Suppose that 1 S, / > 3 
(i = 1 ,..., n) and that I Sins, I < 1 (i # j; i, j = I,...,$. Suppose further 
that each Si has nonempty intersection with at least n - 2 of the other subsets. 
Then the subsets S, ,..., S, of S are one of the following configurations. (1) 
They are a finite projective plane. (2) They are a symmetric group divisible 
design and each subset has nonempty intersection with exactly n - 2 of the 
other subsets. (3) We have n = 9 or n = 10 and in each case there exists a 
unique configuration that does not satisfy (1) or (2). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, ,..., S, be m not necessarily distinct subsets of an n-set S (a set of 
IZ elements). In this paper we are concerned exclusively with subsets such 
that the cardinalities of the set intersections satisfy 
j si n s, j < 1 (i # j; i,j = I,..., m). (1.1) 
The subsets will be further restricted so that most of the Si n Sj have 
cardinality one. Our results may be regarded as generalizations or 
refinements of the theorem of de Bruijn and Erdtis on finite geometries 
[3, 7, 121. We prove Fisher type inequalities of the form m < II. We are 
especially interested in the case of equality and in the classification of the 
configurations for which equality holds. Here many deep and intriguing 
questions remain unanswered. However, we are able to prove the following 
classification theorem. 
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Grant DA-ARO-D-31-124-72-Gl71 and the National Science Foundation under 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let S,,..., S, be n subsets of an n-set S. Suppose that 
ISi I 2 3 (i = l,..., n) (1.2) 
and that 
1 Si n Sj 1 < 1 (i # j; i,j = I,..., n). (1.3) 
Suppose further that each Si has nonempty intersection with at least n - 2 
of the other subsets. Then the subsets S, ,..., S, of S are one of the following 
configurations. 
(1) They are a finite projective plane. 
(2) They are a symmetric group divisible design and each subset has 
nonempty intersection with exactly n - 2 of the other subsets. 
(3) We have n = 9 or n = 10 and in each case there exists a unique 
configuration that does not satisfy (1) or (2). 
We remark that the configurations (1) are among the most intensively 
investigated of all combinatorial objects and their structure is far from 
understood [4]. The configurations (2) are rare and intriguing objects in 
their own right. They are known to exist for n = 8 and n = 14 [I, 2,6,9]. 
2. FISHER TYPE INEQUALITIES 
Let the m subsets S, ,..., S, of an n-set S satisfy 
1 Si n Sj 1 < 1 (i # j; i, j = I,..., m). (2.1) 
Throughout the discussion we let Wi denote the number of subsets Si such 
that 
1 Si n Sj / = 1 (j = l,..., i - 1, i + l,..., m). (2.2) 
We call wi the intersection count of the set Si . The following theorem may 
be derived as a special case of Lemma 2.1 by Ryser [8]. We keep the 
discussion self-contained and repeat the short proof in [8] with the 
simplifications by A. J. Hoffman. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the m subsets S, ,..., S,,, of an n-set S satisfy 
/ Si 1 = ki (i = l,..., m) 
and 
/ Si n Sj j < 1 (i fj; i,j = I,..., m). 
Suppose that the intersection count wi ef set Si satisJies 
Then 
Wi > ITZ - ki + 1 (i = 1 ,...a m). 
m < n. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
0.6) 
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Proof. Let 
W = [Wij] 
be a real matrix of order m and let 
Ai = f 1 wij 1 (i = I,..., 02). 
,=I 
3#i 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
The matrix W is strictly diagonally dominant provided that 
Wif > Ai (i = I,..., fiz). (2.9) 
We recall that such a matrix W is nonsingular, and if W is also symmetric, 
then W is positive definite. The extensive literature on this and related 
topics is summarized in [lo, 111. 
Let A denote the (0, 1)-matrix of size m by n that is the incidence matrix 
for the subsets S, ,..., S, of S. We form the matrix equation 
AAT = Y, (2.10) 
where AT is the transpose of the matrix A. Then Y is a symmetric matrix 
of order m with O’s and l’s in its off-diagonal positions. It follows that the 
matrix Y has ki in the (i, i) position and wi is the sum of row i of Y with ki 
excluded (i = l,..., m). 
We now set 
W= Y-J, (2.11) 
where J is the matrix of l’s of order m. Then the matrix W satisfies 
fli=m-1-wi (i = 1 >*-*, m), (2.12) 
and hence by (2.5) we have 
wii = ki - 1 > Ai (i = l,..., m). (2.13) 
Thus W is a positive definite matrix. But then by (2.11) we have that Y is 
the sum of a positive definite and a positive semidefinite matrix. Hence Y 
is a positive definite matrix. But then Y is of rank m and thus (2.10) 
implies (2.6). 
We show next that there exist configurations for which equality holds 
throughout (2.5) and (2.6). We first repeat the definition of a symmetric 
group divisible design that appears in [5]. A symmetric group divisible 
design is a set of 2, subsets S, ,..., S, of a v-set S that satisfies the following 
requirements. 
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(1) Each subset Si is a k-subset of S (i = I,..., u). 
(2) The subsets may be partitioned into c components, where each 
component contains exactly v/c subsets. 
(3) Two distinct subsets in the same component have exactly h, 
elements in common and two subsets in different components have exactly 
h, elements in common. 
A finite projective plane of order t has t > 2 and contains a totality of 
v points and v lines, where v = t2 + t + 1. The plane may be used to 
construct a symmetric group divisible design on the parameters [2]: 
v = t2 - 1, k = t, c = t + 1, A, = 0, A, = 1. (2.14) 
In the notation of Theorem 2.1, this means that the incidence matrix A of 
the design satisfies 
m=n=t2--1 9 k, = 0.. =A, = t, 
)$‘l = *. * = w, = t2 - t. 
(2.15) 
Thus equality holds throughout (2.5) and (2.6). 
It is natural to attempt to relax the inequalities (2.5) and still retain the 
conclusion (2.6). This is possible under an added assumption. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the m subsets S, ,..., S, of an n-set S satisfy 
1 Si 1 = ki (i = l,..., m) 
and 
/ S$ “Sj 1 < 1 (i #j; i, j = l,..., m). 
Suppose that the intersection count wi of set Si satisjies 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
wi 3 m - ki (i = l,..., m), (2.18) 
where strict inequality is valid in (2.18) for at least one i. Suppose further 
that we cannot partition the m subsets of S into two components, say 
S 1 ,..., S, and S,,, ,..., S, (0 < e < m), satisfying 
1 si n sj 1 = 1 (i = I,..., e; j = e + l,..., m). (2.19) 
Then 
m < n. (2.20) 
Proof. Let W be a real matrix of order m 2 2. We say that W is 
irreducible provided that it is not possible to obtain by simultaneous 
permutations of rows and columns a zero submatrix in the lower left 
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corner of size m - e by e, where e is a fixed integer in the interval 
0 < e < m. The matrix W is irreducibly diagonally dominant provided 
that W is irreducible and the (li of (2.8) satisfy 
wii >, Ai (i = I,..., m), (2.21) 
where strict inequality is valid in (2.21) for at least one i. We require the 
following special case of a theorem of Taussky [lo, 1 I]. Let W be a real 
symmetric matrix that is irreducibly diagonally dominant and suppose that 
the main diagonal elements of W are positive. Then W is positive definite. 
We again let A denote the (0, 1)-matrix of size m by IZ that is the 
incidence matrix for the subsets S, ,..., S, of S. We form the matrix 
equations (2.10) and (2.11). We cannot partition our subsets into two 
components satisfying (2.19). Hence the symmetric matrix W does not split 
under simultaneous permutations of rows and columns into a direct sum 
and this means that W is irreducible. Furthermore, the matrix W satisfies 
Aj=m-l-wi (i = I,..., m), (2.22) 
and hence by (2.18) we have 
wii = ki - 1 >, Ai (i = l,..., m), (2.23) 
where strict inequality is valid in (2.23) for at least one i. Finally, we note 
that wii is positive. This is the case because k, = 1 and (2.18) imply 
wi = m - 1. But then A contains a column of l’s and this gives a parti- 
tioning of our subsets into two components satisfying (2.19). Thus W is 
a positive definite matrix. But then as before Y is a positive definite matrix 
and this implies (2.20). 
The requirement of Theorem 2.2 that we cannot partition our subsets 
into two components satisfying (2.19) is essential. Suppose that we 
normalize the incidence matrix of a finite projective plane of order t by 
permutations of rows and columns so that the t + 1 l’s in row 1 and 
column 1 occur initially. Then we delete the first t rows and the first t + 1 
columns of our matrix. The resulting incidence matrix A satisfies 
m = t2+ 1, n = t2, k, = . . . = k, = t, 
(2.24) 
II’1 = t2, ,*‘2 zzz 1.. = w, = t2 - t + 1. 
The following example illustrates the case t = 2: 
&4vlI-s 
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3. THE CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
We now restate the classification theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S, ,..., S, be n subsets of an n-set S. Suppose that 
l&l a-3 (i = I,..., n) (3.1) 
and that 
/ si n sj / < 1 (i +j; i,j = I ,..., 12). (3.2) 
Suppose further that each Si has nonempty intersection with at least n - 2 
of the subsets 
S 1 ,..-, si-1 , $,I ,..‘, s, (i = l,..., n). (3.3) 
Then the subsets S, ,..., S, of S are one of the following con$gurations. 
(1) TJley are a finite projective plane. 
(2) They are a symmetric group divisible design and each Si has 
nonempty intersection with exactly n - 2 of the subsets (3.3). 
(3) We have n = 9 or n -: 10 and the unique con$gurations are 
characterized by their respective incidence matrices: 
110 10 10 
1010101 
-___ __- 
100 00 00 
-__ ____ 
0100100 
0011000 
-~____ 
00100 10 
0100001 
-~____ 
000 1001 
I I I 000 01 10 
1000 
0100 
00 10 
0001 
1100 
0011 
10 10 
0 10 1 
100 1 
0110 
Let 
A = [aij] 
10 
10 
01 
0 1 
0 1 
10 
__ 
00 
00 
00 
00 
10 
0 1 
10 
0 1 
00 
00 
01 
10 
00 
00 
-- 
1 0’ 
01 
01 
10 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0 1 
1 0. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
denote the (0, I)-matrix of order YE that is the incidence matrix for the 
subsets S, ,..., S, of S. Again we let 
I s< 1 = ki (i = l,..., n). (3.6) 
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Thus the sum of row i of A is ki . We denote the sum of column j of A by Ij . 
We note that lj counts the number of occurrences of the jth element in the 
sets S, ,..., S, . 
Two (0, 1)-matrices are equivalent provided that one is transformable 
into the other by row and column permutations. These operations on the 
incidence matrices correspond to a relabeling of subsets and elements. 
Thus we frequently do not distinguish between equivalent matrices. A line of 
a matrix designates either a row or a column of the matrix. Our main 
objective is the derivation of Lemma 3.9. This asserts that A has all of its 
line sums equal provided that A is not equivalent to one of the two matrices 
displayed in (3.4). 
We begin by ordering our subsets in a special way. We let the subsets 
S 1 ,..., S, have nonempty intersection with each of the subsets (3.3), and 
we let the subsets S,,, ,..., S, have nonempty intersection with exactly 
12 - 2 of the subsets (3.3). We say that the subsets S, ,..., S, are of type 1 
and that the subsets S,+, ,..., S,, are of type 2. The cases g = 0 and g = n 
are allowed. 
We now carry out further normalizing procedures on the subsets of 
type 2. We know that S,,, does not intersect exactly one of the subsets and 
this subset must be of type 2. Thus we may assume that S,,, and S,,, are 
disjoint. We continue and select S,,, and S,,, as disjoint, and finally we 
select &-I and S, as disjoint. We call two of these disjoint subsets a 
paired block. Notice that n - g must be an even integer. 
We apply all of the preceding terminology for subsets directly to the 
rows of A. Thus it follows that the first g rows of A are of type I and the 
last n - g rows of A are of type 2. We let 
-& = [; ;] 2 (3.7) 
and we define 
E=O@E,@‘..@E,, (3.8) 
where 0 is the zero matrix of order g, and there are (n - g)/2 matrices E, 
in the direct sum. Then the hypotheses of the theorem imply 
AAT=D+J-E, (3.9) 
where AT is the transpose of the matrix A, D is a diagonal matrix, and J is 
the matrix of 1’s. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Si be a set of type 1 and suppose that aij = 0. Then 
lj < ki s 
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Proof. We permute the rows and the columns of A so that aij = 0 is 
in the (1, 1) position and A assumes the form 
0 1 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 
1 
P * 
i 
0 
* * 
.o 
(3. IO) 
We observe that since Si is of type 1, the matrix P must have exactly one 1 
in each row. Furthermore, P may have at most one 1 in each column. 
Hence lj < ki . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Si and S,+l be a paired block and suppose that 
aij = ai+l,j = 0. Then lj < ki and Ii < k,+l . 
Proof. We permute the rows and the columns of A so that aii = 0 is 
in the (1, 1) position and ai+l,j = 0 is in the (2, 1) position and A assumes 
the form 
‘0 1 . . . 1 0 . . . . 0 
0 * * 
1 
Q c 
i 
- 
0 
* * 
0 
(3.11) 
We observe that since Si and Si+l are a paired block, the matrix Q must 
have exactly one 1 in each row. Furthermore, Q may have at most one 1 
in each column. Hence /j ,< ki . The same argument implies 1, < k,+l . 
LEMMA 3.4. A column of A does not satisfy lj > (n - 1)/2. 
Proof. The inequalities lj > (n - I)/2 and ki > 3 imply n < 
1 + 21, < n, and this is a contradiction. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let Si and S,+l be a paired block. Then row i and row i + 1 
of A do not satisfy ki + ki+l = n or ki + ki+l = n - 1. 
Proof. We permute the rows and the columns of A so that the paired 
block occupies row 1 and row 2 and any zero column of the paired block 
occurs initially. Suppose that the first two rows of A do not contain a zero 
column. Then we contradict ki >, 3. 
Suppose then that the first two rows of A contain a zero column. Then 
since kj > 3, the matrix A assumes the form 
1 ... 1 0 .** 0 
. . . 0 1 . . . 1 
* 
/ 
. (3.12) 
By Lemma 3.3 we have ki 3 n - 2 and ki+l >, n - 2. But then n < 3, 
and this is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let n be odd, and let two elements of a particular row of A 
Of type 1 satisfy Uij = C.lik = 0 and lj = 1, = (n - 1)/2 (j # k). Then the 
con$guration is the finite projective plane of order 2 or the conJiguration is 
characterized by the first of the incidence matrices displayed in (3.4). 
Proof. We normalize the matrix A so that the row of type 1 is row 1 
with a,, = aI = 0 and I1 = Z2 = (n - 1)/2. In case column 1 and 
column 2 of A have inner product 0, we may write A in the form 
0 0 1 *.. 1 0 .*. 0 
1 0 
. . 
. . P 
i i, 
Q 1. 
0 1 
. . 
. . * * 
-0 i I 
(3.13) 
The matrix P has row sums 1 and column sums 0 or 1. Since kj > 3, the 
matrix Q has row sums at least 1 and column sums 0 or 1. Hence both P 
and Q contain at least (n - 1)/2 columns. But this is a contradiction. 
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There remains the case in which column 1 and column 2 of A have inner 
product 1. Then we may write A in the form 
0 1 
. . . . * * 
0 i 
(3.14) 
By Lemma 3.2 we have k, 3 (n - 1)/2. The matrix P has row sums 1. 
Since kj 3 3, the matrix Q has row sums at least 1 and column sums 0 or 1. 
Hence P has at least (n - I)/2 columns and Q has at least (n - 3)/2 
columns. But then by the structure of row 1 of A, we see that P has 
exactly (n - I)/2 columns and Q has exactly (n - 3)/2 columns. This 
means that P is composed of a permutation matrix and a column of O’s 
and Q is a permutation matrix. 
We may assume that row 4 of A has l’s in the (I, 1) positions of P and Q. 
We now look at the inner product of row 4 of A with the last (n - 3)/2 
rows of A. Row 4 of A may have inner product 0 with at most one of the 
last (n - 3)/2 rows of A. Thus the structure of row 4 of A in relationship 
with the last (n - 3)/2 rows of A is of the following form: 
r 1 0 1 0 ... 0 1 0 ..s 0 
i 
-__. 
010 * 0 * . (3.15) 
011 * 0 * 
010 * 1 * 
1 
Another row may not be added to (3.15) because otherwise row 4 of A has 
inner product 0 with at least two rows of A. Hence (n - 3)/2 < 3 and 
n < 9. A straightforward calculation yields the two configurations 
described in the lemma. 
We recall that the first g rows of our incidence matrix A are of type 1 
and the last n - g rows are paired blocks. We now define the matrix 
c = [Cij] (3.16) 
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of order n as follows. The first g rows of C are the complement of the first 
g rows of A. But the last IE - g rows of C have l’s in precisely those 
positions in which paired blocks in A have aij = u,+~,~ = 0 and O’s in all 
other positions. We note that paired blocks of A are converted into 
repeated rows of C. 
We write 
c= [“,:I, (3.17) 
where C, is of size g by n and C, is of size n - g by n. The cases g = 0 
and g = n are allowed. 
A cover of a (0, I)-matrix A is a set of lines of A that contains (orcovers) 
all of the l’s of A. The cover is minimal provided that the number of lines 
in the cover is minimal. The term rank of a (0, 1)-matrix A is the maximal 
number of l’s in A with no two of the I’s on a line of A. The Frobenius- 
Kiinig theorem asserts that the term rank of A and the number of lines in 
a minimal cover of A are equal. 
LEMMA 3.7. The matrix C has term rank n. 
Proof. We first show that C does not contain a row or a column of 0’s. 
If C, contains a row of O’s, then A contains a row of type 1 of l’s and this 
contradicts kj ), 3. If C, contains a row of O’s, then A contains a paired 
block Si and S,+1 with ki + ki+l = n, and this is impossible by Lemma 3.5. 
If C contains a column of O’s, then A contains a column with Zj > n/2, 
and this is impossible by Lemma 3.4. 
We now suppose that C does not have term rank n. Then C must have a 
minimal cover of e rows and f columns, where 
We write 
Then 
e +.f -c n, O<e,f<n. (3.18) 
e’ = n - e, f’=n-J (3.19) 
e’ +f’ > n, 0 < e’, f’ < n. (3.20) 
We note that we actually have e’ > 1 and f’ > 1 because e’ = 1 implies 
f' = n and f' = 1 implies e’ = n. 
We normalize C so that 
c=[“, ;I, (3.21) 
where 0 is the zero matrix of size e’ by f ‘, We observe that if one row of 
a paired block is in the first e’ rows of C, then the paired block is in the 
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first e’ rows of C. This is the case because otherwise the matrix of size e 
byf’ in the lower left corner of C contains a row of O’s and this contradicts 
the fact that our cover is minimal. The matrix A now associated with C 
assumes the form 
B t 
[ I * c’ 
(3.22) 
where B is of size e’ by f' and corresponds to the zero matrix of C. 
We look at the various possibilities for B. Suppose that a row of type 1 
intersects B. We let this row be row 1 of A. Two rows of type 1 cannot 
intersect B because this implies f’ = 1. Also we do not have e’ = 1. 
Hence all of the remaining rows of A that intersect B consist of paired 
blocks. Furthermore, row 1 of A is of type 1 so that we must have f' = 2 
and e’ = n - 1. But then I1 > n/2, and this is impossible by Lemma 3.4. 
Thus it follows that the rows of A that intersect B consist exclusively 
of paired blocks and the integer e’ is even. Suppose that B contains a row 
with three or more 1’s. Then it follows that e’ = 2 and f' = IZ - 1. Thus 
A contains a paired block with k, + k, = n or k, + k, = n - 1, and this 
is impossible by Lemma 3.5. It follows from the preceding discussion that 
the row sums of B do not exceed 2 and hence f' < 4. 
We deal first with the case f' = 2 and e’ = n - 1. Then row IZ of A 
is of type 1. Also we must have a,, = a,, = 0 because a,, = I or an2 = 1 
implies that C contains a column of 0’s. It follows that Z, = 1, = (n - 1)/2. 
Then our configuration is one of the two described in Lemma 3.6. But for 
each of these configurations the associated matrix C has term rank equal 
to its order. 
The possibilities forf’ = 3 are e’ = 12 - 1 and e’ = n - 2. The first of 
these has already been disposed of in our discussion off’ = 2. In the 
remaining case we observe that upon permutations of rows and columns B 
assumes the form 
-1 1 o- 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 * 
1 0 0 
-0 1 l_ 
(3.23) 
No additional paired blocks may be added and hence n - 2 < 6. No 
possibilities occur for n < 8. 
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The possibilities for-f’ = 4 are e’ = 12 - 1, e’ = 12 - 2, and e’ = n - 3. 
The first two of these have been disposed of in our discussion forf’ = 2 
and f’ = 3. In the remaining case we observe that upon permutations of 
rows and columns B assumes the form 
i 
1 1 0 o- 
0011 
1 0 1 0 
i 
0 1 0 1. 
(3.24) 
1001 
0 1 1 o- 
No additional paired blocks may be added and hence n - 3 < 6. No 
possibilities occur for n < 9. 
LEMMA 3.8. There exists an ordering of the rows and the columns of A 
such that k, = II ,..., k, = I, , and jf Si and Si+l is a paired block, then 
ki = ki+l = Zi = Zi+l . 
Proof. We write the incidence matrix A in its original form in which 
the first g rows of A are of type 1 and the last II - g rows of A are paired 
blocks. Lemma 3.7 implies that we may permute the columns of A so that 
A assumes the form 
3 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(3.25) 
where the submatrix in the upper left corner is of order g and the sub- 
matrix in the lower right corner is of order n - g. It follows from 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 that II < k, ,..., I,, < k, . But I1 + ... + I, = 
k, + ‘.. + k, , and hence equality holds throughout. 
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We now take a paired block & and &+I with ki = Ii and k,+l = li,l . 
Then by Lemma 3.3 we have ki = Ii < k,+l and ki+l = li+1 & ki, 
whence the conclusion follows. 
LEMMA 3.9. The matrix A haA all of its line sums equal provided that A 
is not equivalent to one of the two matrices displayed in (3.4). 
Proof. We simultaneously permute the rows and the columns of A so 
that 
k, = II > k, = I2 > ... > k, = I, . (3.26) 
But we always agree to keep paired blocks together. This is possible 
because of Lemma 3.8. Notice that these simultaneous permutations of 
rows and columns do not alter the structure of the displayed O’s in (3.25) 
apart from the ordering of the zero submatrices of order two. 
Suppose that A does not have all of its line sums equal. Then we define 
the integer e by 
k, = ... = k, > k,+l, (3.27) 
where e < n. We let 
A=[; ,*I, (3.28) 
where in this lemma the matrix B is now of size e’ = N - e by e. 
Suppose that row i of A is of type 1 and that aij = 0 is an element of B. 
Then by Lemma 3.2 we have Ii < ki (j ,< e < i). Hence Ii = kj = k, < 
ki < kc,+, > and this is a contradiction. Thus if a row of A of type 1 
intersects B, then all of the elements in this row of B are 1’s. 
Similarly, suppose that row i and row i + 1 of A are a paired block and 
that aii = ai+l,j = 0 are elements of B. Then by Lemma 3.3 we have 
Ii < ki (j < e < i). Hence 1, = kj = k, < ki < k,+l , and this is a 
contradiction. Thus (f a paired block of A intersects B, then each column 
sum of this paired block in B is 1. 
We now prove that e < 4. Suppose that e > 5. If a row of A of type 1 
intersects B, then we have e = n - 1 and k, = n - 1. This contradicts 
ki 3 3. If a paired block of A intersects B, then e > 5 implies that 
e = n - 2 and k,-, = k, = (n - 2)/2. Hence the last two rows of A 
apart from column permutations are of the form 
[ 1 -.. *.. 1 0 .-. ** 0 / 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0’ I
(3.29) 
This implies k, = k, ,( 4. But then (3.27) implies k, = k, = 4. Hence 
row 1 and row 2 of A have inner product 2, and this is a contradiction. 
We deal next with the case e = 1. Then the matrix B is of size n - 1 by 1. 
Row 1 of A is of type 1. Suppose that a row of type 1 intersects B. Then 
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II > (n - 1)/2, and this is impossible by Lemma 3.4. There remains the 
case in which only paired blocks intersect B and k, = /I = (n - 1)/2. 
We may then permute the rows and the columns of A so that A assumes 
the form 
-0 1 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 - 
--_____-__- 
1 
I I 
i 9 
0 
(3.30) 
-0 
P R 
where I is the identity matrix of order (n - 1)/2. It follows that one row 
of each paired block has sum 3. But then k2 = I2 = ‘.. = k, = 1, = 3. 
Thus Q has line sums 1 and R has line sums 2. 
Row 2 of A in (3.30) has inner product 0 with exactly one of the last 
(n - 1)/2 rows of A. Thus the structure of row 2 of A in relationship with 
the last (n - 1)/2 rows of A is of the following form: 
i 00  1 1 0 *** * 0 1 0 *.. 0 
- 
0 * 
0 * 
1 * 
1 * 
(3.31) 
J 
This implies (n - I)/2 = 4 because otherwise Q does not have line sums 1 
and R does not have line sums 2. A straightforward calculation shows that 
no matrices of order IZ = 9 exist with the required properties. 
We deal with the various possibilities for e = 2. Then the matrix B 
is of size n - 2 by 2 and may be selected as one of the following three types: 
‘1 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
B, = B, = 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
,! 1 
3 B, = 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
. (3.32) 
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Here row 1 of B1 is intersected by a row of A of type 1. But all of the other 
rows of Bl and all of the rows of B, and B3 are intersected by paired blocks 
ofA. 
We consider first the case in which the first two rows of A are a paired 
block. Then the matrix of order 2 in the upper left corner of A is the zero 
matrix of order 2. The matrix Bl implies k, = k, = (n - 1)/2, and this 
contradicts the structure of the first two rows of A. The matrices B2 and B3 
imply kl = k, = (n - 2)/2. In the case of B, , the structure of the first 
two rows of A implies k, = 2, and this is a contradiction. In the case of B3 , 
we may permute the columns of A so that the first three rows of A are of 
the form 
L 0000  1  1 1 0 . . . 0 1 0 1 0 1 . . . 0 1 I* (3.33) 
It follows from an inspection of the inner product of row 3 of A 
with rows 4,6, and 8 of A that IZ < 8. But then k, = 3, and this contradicts 
k, > k,. 
There remains the case in which the first two rows of A are both of 
type 1. The submatrix of order 2 in the upper left corner of A is 
[ 0 0 
00 1 Or [ 0 1 10’ 1 (3.34) 
No other possibilities can occur for this submatrix because A has O’s on the 
main diagonal and the two column sums of B are equal. 
We consider first the case in which the matrix in the upper left corner 
of A is the zero matrix of order 2. The matrix Bl implies Z, = 2, = (n - 1)/2. 
Then Lemma 3.6 yields the first of the incidence matrices displayed in (3.4). 
The matrix B, implies k, = k, = (n - 2)/2. Then we may permute the 
last n - 2 columns of A so that the first two rows of A are of the form 
[; 8 1 : 1 ; ::: :, 1 ; ::: ; 1 :I* (3.35) 
Suppose that a 0 occurs in the (3, 3) position of A. Then we have 
k, = k4 > 4, and this contradicts the structure of row 4 of A. Thus there 
is a 1 in the (3, 3) position of A. Then we may write A in the following 
form 
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-- 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
* 
* I 
I-- 
* I 
75 
(3.36) 
The row sums of each of the matrices represented by an asterisk is 1. Since 
paired blocks have the same row sums, we conclude that 1, = 1, and this 
is a contradiction. The matrix B, implies k, = k, = (n - 2)/2. Then we 
may permute the last n - 2 columns of A so that the first two rows of A 
are of the form (3.35). We cannot have I3 = 2, and hence we may assume 
that A has a I in the (3, 3) position. Then we may write the first three rows 
of A in the form 
i 00 1 1 
_____- 
1 . . . 1 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 0 
1 ... 1 0 
- 
0 *.. 0 1. 
(3.37) 
It follows from an inspection of the inner product of row 3 of A with 
rows 4, 6, and 8 of A that n < 8. But then k, = 3, and this contradicts 
k, > k,. 
Our final case for e = 2 has the first two rows of A both of type 1 and 
the second matrix of (3.34) in the upper left corner of A. But now we 
always have I1 3 n/2, and this is impossible by Lemma 3.4. 
We continue with the case e = 3. The matrix B is of size n - 3 by 3. 
The matrix B cannot be intersected by a row of A of type 1 nor can it be 
intersected by a paired block in which one of the rows has three l’s in B. 
Hence upon permutations of the rows and the columns of B, we see that 
the only possibilities for the rows of B are (3.23). Thus we have n odd and 
n < 9. A straightforward calculation shows that no matrices of orders 
n = 7 or n = 9 exist with the required properties. 
Our final case is e = 4. The matrix B is of size n - 4 by 4. The matrix B 
cannot be intersected by a row of A of type 1 nor can it be intersected by 
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a paired block in which one of the rows has three or four I’s in B. Hence 
upon permutations of the rows and the columns of B, we see that the only 
possibilities for the rows of B are (3.24). Thus we have n even and n < 10. 
A straightforward calculation yields the second of the incidence matrices 
displayed in (3.4). 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose that all of the line sums qf the matrix A are equal. 
Then all of the rows of A are of type 1 or else all of the rows of A are paired 
blocks. 
Proof. Let a line sum of A equal k. Then since all of the line sums of A 
are equal, we have 
AJ = JA = kJ. (3.38) 
The matrix equation (3.9) assumes the form 
AAT = (k - I)1 + J - E. 
Then multiplication of (3.39) by J implies 
(3.39) 
k2J = (k - 1 + n)J - EJ. (3.40) 
Hence E cannot contain both a row of O’s and a row with a single 1. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 3. I. We remark in conclusion 
that we may replace the inequality (3.1) by the weaker inequality 
ISi1 >2 (i = I,..., n). (3.41) 
This introduces various new configurations that are easily tabulated. But 
we shall not carry out this tabulation here. 
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